NADIR  SHAH
<Ali Khan, the Beglarbegi of Pars, which Sir John Malcolm has translated
in Asiatick Researches}-
In this letter Nadir denounced the Turkish treaty, and, in referring
to his victories, spoke of " the happy auspices of the House of Haidar
(*Ali) and the twelve holy Imams." He went on to say : * " This day is
"big with ruin to their enemies and with joy to the sect of the Shiah, the
discomfiture of the evil-minded is the glory ... of the followers of
*AH." He concluded by announcing his intention of resuming the
Turkish war after the 'Idu'I-Fitr, and requesting the Beglarbegi to proceed
to Isfahan and point out to the Shah why the treaty could not be respected.
In all probability it was Mirza Mahdi who drafted the manifesto and
the above letter.
Although Nadir stigmatised the treaty to such an extent, it was not,
however, so unfavourable to Persia as it might, under the circumstances,
have been ; in fact, as stated above, its provisions were regarded in Turkey
as being definitely derogatory to that country.
Although it must have been galling to Nadir to see some of the fruits
of his victories sacrificed by reason of Tahmasp's folly and incompetence,
there can be but little doubt that, in reality, any annoyance which he felt
•on this score was outweighed by his satisfaction at being given such an
opportunity for arraigning the Shah. He, in fact, could not have hoped
for a better opening. The terms of his manifesto and of his letter to
Muhammad 'AH Khan show that he was expecting some opposition to
the renewal of the Turkish war, and that he was determined to brook no
interference from anyone. In fact, it is not going too far to say that his
words were intended more as a challenge to Tahmasp and his supporters
than as a threat to the Turks.2 His references to the twelve Imams
and his apparent championing of the Shi'a cause are of interest. It is
•difficult to believe, at this stage, that his words were inspired by any
genuine enthusiasm for, and belief in, the Shi'a faith ; it seems much more
probable that he merely wished to excite and utilise Shi'a fanaticism for
Ms own political ends ; so long as the Shi'a ladder was of use to him in
his upward progress, he would not kick it away. By wording his mani-
festo and letter as he did, Nadir aimed at rallying the majority of the
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be acting against the wishes of their sovereign, and lowering his prestige.
After spending Nau Ruz at Herat, Nadir went to Mashhad whence
lie sent Hasan 'Ali Beg to Isfahan to give Jahmasp a further explanation
* Jo1-x- ?P- 533-539-   Fasa'i quotes a few lines of this letter in the Fars-Nama, p, 170.
»See Sir J. Malcolm's remarks in Asiatick Researches, Vol. X, p. 527.

